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From: drcherylchase@hotmail.com

To: robemark@isu.edu

Subject: Jun Yu

Date: Mon, 8 Apr 2013 15:34:24 -0400

April 8, 2013

Dear Dr. Roberts:

Jun has been working with me about once-a-week since January, and this note is to provide you with an

update regarding his progress.

I am a psychologist in private practice, and conduct primarily psycho-educational assessments of

school-age children. Thus far, Jun and I have discussed about a dozen cases, and provided direct

clinical service to approximately six cases. In my opinion, we are just finishing the

“getting-to-know-one-another” phase of the internship.

Thus far, I have assigned Jun to: read many relevant articles/book chapters on the assessment of

children, review and summarize testing-case histories, score tests, provide initial interpretations of data,

offer diagnostic impressions and recommendations, and draft reports for me to finalize. I have not had

him engage in testing students directly as of yet for two reasons. First, my schedule the past three

months has involved significant travel and I have not been able to devote the time to assess his testing

abilities yet. Second, many of my referrals are so that I can assess for language based learning

disabilities, and I have had some concerns about Jun delivering test items since English is a second

language for him. My plan is to have him begin by administering tests that require little verbal instruction,

and then move on to tests that are CD-based. Before I have him administering full-scale tests for clinical

purposes, I plan to supervise him administering the tests to two or three pilot cases (volunteer children)

first, and I plan to have this happen in June (when school is out and these children are available).

I have found Jun to be easy to work with, knowledgeable, and well-prepared from week to week.  He

appears to work with high ethical standards, and his assistance to me has been very valuable. His case
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summaries are informative and thorough, diagnostic impressions are accurate, recommendations are

relevant and appropriate, and report drafts are well written and thought out.  He has done all the

assigned reading to the best of my knowledge, and discusses the content of these articles with ease. He

is eager, willing, and capable.

As we move into the next phase of the placement, I plan to give Jun more responsibility in testing. As a

clinician in private practice, I am reticent to give him full, independent responsibility for any cases – not

because of any concerns I have about Jun – but because the clients who seek my services, as well as

my referral sources, want me to provide services myself, and I intend to continue meeting those

expectations.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Chase, PhD
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